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Abstract. We use Monte Carlo and quaternion molecular
dynamics simulations to study the self-assembly of intrigu-
ing structures which form in colloidal suspensions of small
magnetite particles. We show that the only stable isomers
with few particles, a ring and a chain, can be efficiently
interconverted using a magnetizable tip. We propose to use
the oscillating dipole field of the tip to locally anneal the ag-
gregates to either a ring in zero field or a chain in nonzero
applied field.

PACS: 75.50.Mm

Given the present advanced stage of miniaturization, the
most promising way to significantly reduce the dimension
of devices involves a transition from micro-manufacturing to
self-assembly of nanostructures [1]. Inspired by the richness
of structures observed in aggregates of magnetic nanoparti-
cles [2, 3] and the possibility of their structural transfor-
mation [4, 5], we propose a hybrid thermodynamic self-
assembly technique capable of producing magnetic patterns
of unprecedented packing density [6]. The key ingredients
are a system of magnetic nanoparticles in a colloidal sus-
pension, resonant magnetic heating on the nanometer scale
that we postulate, and the possibility to manipulate indi-
vidual nanostructures using a local magnetic field. In the
following, we prove our technique to work using realistic
Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations address-
ing the self-assembly, the field-assisted interconversion, and
the long-term stability of the magnetic nanostructures.

In the following, we will describe microscopically the
structural and magnetic transitions in microcanonical and
canonical ensembles of few magnetic particles. Commer-
cially available spherical nanoparticles of magnetite are cov-
ered by a thin surfactant layer to inhibit irreversible coales-
cence in a viscous liquid at room temperature [2]. Such col-
loidal suspensions, called ferrofluids, have recently become
a focus of experimental and theoretical attention due to their
interesting behavior in applied magnetic fields [2, 3, 7–12].
We will discuss the effect of field and temperature on the
stability of the individual isomers, which – for few particles
– are known to be either a chain or a ring [4]. More impor-
tant, we will show how to locally modify their equilibrium
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Fig. 1. a Magnetic moment distributionp at Bext = 0 (solid line) and
Bext = 100 Gauss (dashed line), both atT = 300 K. b Temporal evolution
of the total magnetic moment of the aggregate during the assembly causing
the transformation from a ring to a chain, and transformation from a chain to
a ring. Thesolid linesillustrate successful trajectories and the gray shaded
areas statistical ensemble averages

structure by changing the field and temperature (assembly of
nanostructures) and how to distinguish magnetically between
the different isomers (detection of nanostructures).

The Hamiltonian describing our model system of six [13]
magnetic particles has been described in [4] and can be eas-
ily parametrized [14]. Depending on the magnetic field, the
equilibrium geometry of this system at low temperatures is
either a ring with zero total magnetic moment or a chain
with the magnetic momentµ = µmax = Nµ0. As illustrated
in the inset of Fig. 1a, rings are more stable in zero field,
whereas chains are more stable in high magnetic fieldsBext
[4]. The large minimum potential energy barrier per particle
∆E ≈ 0.16 eV, corresponding to a “melting” temperature
TM ≈ 630 K, prevents metastable chains in zero field from
closing to rings at room temperature. On the other hand,
rings do not fragment into chains, unless exposed to high
magnetic fieldsBext & 600 Gauss [4, 5], and hence are
not disturbed by the low fields generated by aggregates in
neighboring cells. This establishes the required stability of
the magnetic structure [15].

Next, we studied the efficiency of the field-assisted as-
sembly process. Results of a room temperature Monte Carlo
simulation in applied fieldsBext = 0 andBext = 100 Gauss
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are presented in Fig. 1a. These data indicate that upon the ap-
plication of a high magnetic field for sufficiently long time,
the majority of the systems will form a chain. In absence of
a field, after careful annealing, the majority of the systems
will form a ring. Both isomers can be easily distinguished
by separate peaks in the distribution of magnetic moments.
Consequently, we will use the magnetic moment as the sin-
gle characteristic of the nanostructure.

In order to estimate the time needed to assemble a nano-
structure, we performed Molecular Dynamics simulations of
the transition between a ring and a chain in a microcanoni-
cal ensemble of six magnetite particles. We made use of the
quaternion formalism [16–18] to avoid divergencies in the
orientational equations of motion which would otherwise oc-
cur in this system of magnetic spherical tops (with a nonvan-
ishing mass and inertia) due to discontinuities in Euler angle
coordinates. We used time steps∆t = 5×10−11 s and inte-
grated the equations of motion numerically using a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm, since this method proved to be
more stable and to better conserve the energy than alternate
integration schemes.

These and our above Monte Carlo studies suggest that
heating up the system 100 K above room temperature re-
duces the average time for a structural transformation by one
order of magnitude and hence significantly accelerates the
assembly. On the other hand, the higher vibrational entropy
of the chain in zero field (as compared to the ring) plays
an increasingly important role at these higher temperatures.
This has no adverse effect on the ring-to-chain conversion in
nonzero fields, but reduces the fraction of rings in zero field
and hence the efficiency of the chain-to-ring conversion.

The feasibility of a high packing density of nanostruc-
tures depends on the availability of an extremely localized
source of magnetic field and heat. As a promising technical
realization, we suggest to use a soft magnetic nanotip, sur-
rounded by a coil, as the source of localized static and oscil-
lating magnetic field. This nanoscopic electromagnet assem-
bly can be suspended on a cantilever using the technology
developed for the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) [19].
The capability to assist in the assembly and detection of
magnetic nanostructures with a precision of 100− 1000 Å
might be relatively simple to achieve in view of the AFM’s
success to obtain atomic resolution [19].

For field assisted assembly, a sharp magnetic tip has sev-
eral advantages. (i) The field inhomogeneity guarantees that
neighboring structures are not disturbed and that magnetite
particles aggregate faster in the tip region. (ii) The tip can
be used to generate a locally large static field to assemble a
chain. (iii) Fast field reversal can be used to detach any ag-
gregate from the tip. (iv) An oscillating high-frequency field,
generated by the tip, can be used to excite preferentially the
transverse bending modes of the chain, hence accelerating
ring closure in a cooling environment [20].

The sharp tip, suspended on the cantilever of a Mag-
netic Force Microscope, can also be used to investigate the
magnetic structures. The detection process is initiated by
applying a weak inhomogeneous magnetic field which will
attract only magnetic aggregates (chains, butnot nonmag-
netic rings) to the tip. The presence of a chain attached to
the tip will lead to a lowering of the mechanical resonance
frequency of the cantilever-tip system that can be detected.

This allows for a discrimination between a chain and a ring
in a nondestructive way.

We model the magnetic tip by a nonmagnetic cone with
an opening angle of 60◦, which is rounded off at the end and
terminated by a magnetizable sphere (see Fig. 2). The diame-
ter of this sphere,σtip = 400Å, is twice that of the magnetite
particles in the colloidal suspension, and its magnetic mo-
ment is aligned with the cone axis. The nonmagnetic part of
the interaction between the tip and the magnetite particles
is assumed to be purely repulsive. In analogy to the non-
magnetic interaction between the particles [14], it is given
by ur = ε exp(−d/ρ1), whered is the minimum distance
between the surfaces of the tip and the magnetite particle in
the colloid. The inhomogeneous magnetic field produced by
this tip attracts magnetic aggregates and aligns their mag-
netic moment with the cone axis.

The dynamics of the structural transformation, assisted
by the local field of a sharp magnetic tip, is illustrated in
Fig. 1b. To accelerate a ring-to-chain conversion, we first
heated the system locally. We found that an oscillating dipole
field of frequencyν = 1 MHz, generated by changing pe-
riodically the direction of the dipole moment at the tip
µtip = 7×105 µB, was most efficient in heating up the system
by exciting resonantly its low-frequency eigenmodes, such
as the bending mode. The system, which had reached an
average temperature of 500 K after 5µs, was subsequently
cooled down during the next 5µs in thestaticfield of the tip
dipole µtip = 7×105 µB by extracting stepwise the energy
doses of 15 meV, each followed by 1µs equilibration time.
The same annealing schedule has been used for a chain-to-
ring conversion, with the exception of using a smaller value
for the oscillating tip dipole momentµtip = 4×105 µB dur-
ing the annealing process andµtip = 0 during the cooling
process. As seen in Fig. 1b, the average time needed to con-
vert a ring to a chain or vice versa lies close to 5µs [21].

The field-assisted assembly process with a sharp mag-
netic tip is illustrated in Fig. 2 by snapshots from a Molecular
Dynamics simulation. At the starting point of our simulation,
shown in Fig. 2a, the magnetite particles are randomly dis-
tributed and oriented in zero field. The assembly of a chain is
initiated by a static magnetization of the tip. This causes the
particles to aggregate in the region of strongestBext-field and
to form a chain aligned with the field lines that is attached to
the tip, as shown in Fig. 2b. Subsequent reversal of the mag-
netization of the tip causes the chain to detach from the tip,
as shown in Fig. 2c. At this point, a stable chain is formed.
As illustrated in Fig. 2d, applying a high-frequency dipole
field excites the bending mode of the chain efficiently, fa-
cilitating closure to a ring. Figure 2e shows the spontaneous
self-assembly of the ring structure after the field had been
switched off. The stability of this structure increases as it
cools down in the suspending liquid.

In conclusion, we proposed and modeled a hybrid self-
assembly technique for aggregates consisting of magnetite
nanoparticles, that is capable of producing magnetic patterns
with unprecedented density. When viewed as information,
this data density would by far exceed that of conventional
magnetic and protein-based memories [22]. The key to tai-
lored magnetic nanopatterns are the substantially different
magnetic moments of the only stable isomers with few mag-
netite particles which are a ring and a chain. We proposed an
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Fig. 2a–e.Snapshots of the nanostructure assembly process. The spheres
represent the magnetite dipoles and the shading of the hemispheres the
dipole orientiation. The cone in theupper part of the cell represents the
magnetic tip as source of the localized magnetic field. Grey shading shows
the polarity of the tip when a field is applied.a Initial random configuration
in zero field.b In a static dipole field, particles form a chain attached to the
tip. c Field reversal causes the intact chain to detach from the tip.d Local
magnetic “heating” of the system by a high-frequency field of the tip excites
predominantly the bending mode of the chain.e Spontaneous aggregation
in zero field in the suspending liquid concludes the assembly to a ring

efficient process to assemble and to detect individual nano-
structures using the localized static and oscillating dipole
field of a sharp magnetic tip. We believe that the technique
proposed here may bring us closer to nanopatterning on the
atomic scale.
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